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Abstract. We describe the development of a serious game designed to illustrate
the impact of a supervisory control technology. The technology is designed to
help human operators deliver better training experiences in simulation. It
automates low-level control tasks, thus reducing operator workload. The serious
game embeds the technology and simulation in a different context. In the game,
the player directs several aircraft in a simulation toward specific geographic
points while avoiding “obstacles” and obeying “speed limits” in certain areas.
The player’s score is maximized when the player adjusts aircraft flight to the
constraints, which change dynamically during gameplay. The supervisory
control is employed as an “autopilot” to enable aircraft to automatically obey
geographical restrictions. Users can play the game with and without the
supervisory control technology. These modes allow the players to experience
directly both overload and the workload reduction enabled by supervisory
control. We contend that direct experience with a technology such as this can
supplement design reviews and empirical piloting, helping stakeholders gain a
more complete perspective of the desired operational role of the technology.
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1 Introduction

Many stakeholders in the development of user interface and interaction technologies
are not the target audience for the deployed technology. We are developing a super-
visory control technology that supports instructors adapting training scenarios more
readily to the decisions and reactions of individual trainees in virtual simulations. The
stakeholders in this effort, science and technology sponsors, requirements analysts,
technology acquisition managers, must evaluate the technology somewhat indirectly.
Early in technology development, they depend on the subjective reports of potential
users and preliminary pilot studies rather than direct experience.

This paper describes a serious game developed to provide stakeholders a more
direct experience of the underlying technology. Skipper (a simplification of “SCIPR”,
or Supervisory Control Illustrated via Pylon Racing) supplements design reviews,
technology demonstrations, and verification studies. It allows anyone able to control a
mouse to experience a complex control task with and without the presence of the
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supervisory control technology. Skipper directly employs both the supervisory control
technology and the underlying simulation. Thus, it is not an illustration of the tech-
nology but a direct implementation of it targeted to a different use case and audience.
We describe Skipper as a serious game because its purpose is to enable greater
understanding in an interactive experience, in contrast with functional but passive
demonstrations or an entertainment game.

The remainder of the paper describes the motivation for Skipper, its design and
implementation, a discussion of its use for illustration and demonstration, and con-
sideration of future game features.

2 Context and Motivation

Today, even for relatively simple simulation-based training, human operators are typ-
ically required to conduct, to control, and to direct its execution. For example, when a
human pilot trainee is flying against simulated entities (semi-automated forces or SAFs)
in an immersive simulation trainer, an operator is often employed to control and to adjust
the actions of those SAFs as the scenario progresses [1]. As we have described else-
where [2, 3], the need for human intervention results when what is needed for a highly
effective training situation differs from presenting a good (realistic) tactical situation to
the trainee. Thus, a realistic representation of the tactical behavior is not sufficient for
also delivering a training situation that closely maps to training needs and capabilities of
individual trainees.

For tactical aircraft pilot training, we have developed an instructional and exercise
management support tool, the Training Executive Agent (TXA), designed to limit the
need for dynamic intervention and thus reduce workload. The TXA facilitates and
simplifies the management and control of SAFs as the exercise executes, reducing the
need for additional staffing and easing the burden of operator control. The TXA builds
on research principles from both supervisory control [4, 5] and adaptive training [6, 7].
It enables human operators to specify when and how a SAF entity should deviate from
its native tactical behavior program. The TXA actively monitors execution and auto-
matically directs behavioral adaptations based on exercise or training conditions.
A verification study demonstrated the TXA can adapt execution to maintain scenario
goals while requiring little human intervention [2].

The simulation in which the TXA is integrated is complex and powerful, offering
the possibility of simulating simple exercises of a few entities and a single trainee but
also large-scale live-virtual-constructive (LVC) exercises that integrate thousands of
simulated (constructive) entities, many human trainees operating within virtual simu-
lations, and live assets. For such a flexible and comprehensive simulation environment,
there are many different stakeholders and potential stakeholders. How could we quickly
communicate how the TXA could be used and what its potential impact might be? We
employ traditional tools, such as design specifications, illustrative demonstrations, and
empirical test results such as the one cited above. With Skipper, any potential
stakeholder can gain a direct experience of supervisory control automation.
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3 Game Design and Implementation

This section describes several key game design and implementation choice points in the
development of the Skipper game. We describe high-level game design, the role of
supervisory control in the game, and several detailed game-design decisions.

3.1 Serious-Game Requirements

Skipper’s purpose is to provide players with a sense of what it is like to experience
overload and to provide the feeling of that overload being sharply reduced via the
TXA. We drew on common serious-game design and “gamification” concepts [8, 9].
The goal of this serious game was not to teach a new the player anything directly about
the TXA itself, but rather to illustrate the concept of workload and supervisory control
in fast-paced, reward-oriented, short session of gameplay. Thus, the goal of this serious
game was a minor development in conceptual knowledge rather than the development
of more advanced or broad-based skills, which are the focus of many serious
games [10, 11].

The over-arching requirement is to provide players with a sense of what it is like to
control SAFs in a simulation but without requiring detailed knowledge of the simu-
lation and its user interfaces, or working knowledge of the tactics, techniques, and
procedures that would be used in the real world system. Additionally, we required the
experience be interactive, have a scoring/reward mechanism to provide immediate
performance feedback, and to be able to be played in no more than 5–10 min.

We considered and adopted additional design requirements, focusing especially on
the relationship between the game environment and player tasks and the actual oper-
ational environment and operator tasks. A careful mapping of this relationship is
important because illustrating the role of technology via a game could be distracting or
even misleading. The game design approach attempts to mitigate potential negative
effects in three ways. First and most importantly, we designed Skipper and present it as
a supplement to analytic and empirical methods for evaluating the technology [2, 12].
Thus, the game is one tool available to help stakeholders understand the technology but
not the only one.

Second, after some internal evaluation and analysis, we decided that the serious
game should employ the actual technologies used in the real application. In some sense,
this approach was limiting. It constrained game-design choices in both game mechanic
(what users could do within the game) and because it integrates with the simulation,
also constrains the physical properties of entities within the game. For example, aircraft
fly according to the flight dynamics defined by their physical design and propulsion
systems, which means it takes time for aircraft to change speed and course. However,
we decided that using the native technology offset these limits. Applying it ensures that
the player-aiding version is a direct implementation of the application technology,
which contributes to the validity of the experience.

Using the underlying technology also conveys the flexibility and generality of that
technology. We are using it to adapt entity behavior in ways not anticipated or envi-
sioned in the original simulation or with the TXA.
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Third and finally, we chose to map player control tasks and game design choices to
the real-world control task. Although there is some superficial similarity to the domain,
controlling and directing aircraft, we went beyond this mapping to identify analogues
between real-world tasks and the player control task that illuminate the why workload
can become unmanageable. As we highlight further below, some of the flight rules in
the environment change as the game progresses. Dynamic changes in flight require-
ments reflect a real-world requirement because some training-mission parameters and
constraints may be changed on the fly as a scenario unfolds [3].

3.2 Game Design

The component-level design of Skipper is shown in Fig. 1. As illustrated by the
shading, the underlying distributed simulation environment and the TXA supervisory
control technology were incorporated directly into the game. To compute player scores,
we used a previously-developed dynamic performance monitoring and scoring system,
the Goal-Constraint System [13]. We developed a game-specific graphical user inter-
face for the player to view the game state, interact with individual aircraft and
enable/disable automated piloting functions. We also developed game-specific control
behaviors for the TXA-based autopilot. These were necessary to customize autopilot
adaptations to game states, as we discuss further below.

Figure 2 shows the primary player view presented in the game. The goal of game
play is to direct one or more aircraft to specified location waypoints (“pylons”) in an
airspace. In the figure, eagle and osprey are the two aircraft the player is con-
trolling. Pylons Alpha, Bravo, Charlie, and Delta are visible as well.

The player controls each aircraft via an aircraft controller, as shown in Fig. 3. These
controllers (one for each aircraft) appear to the right of the game-state display illus-
trated in Fig. 2. The black leader line represents the player’s desired heading for the
aircraft. The player changes the heading by clicking to the desired heading. The length
of the heading line indicates the player’s desired speed for the aircraft. Speed control is

Fig. 1. Skipper system components
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segmented into four categorical values
(concentric rings) to simplify speed control.
The bar to the left shows altitude (in a
future version of the game, we may add the
ability to specify altitude and to require that
pylon’s be reached at different altitudes).

The current “target” pylon is also listed
on this display. The player accrues points
based on how quickly pylons are reached.
Thus, the player’s task is to adjust the
speed and heading of each aircraft to fly as
quickly as possible to its target pylon.
When a target pylon is reached, a new
pylon target is indicated, requiring the
player to assign new headings for the air-
craft to fly toward the new target. When the
target pylon changes (either because the
player reached it or because the timer
associated with the pylon expired), the controller text briefly flashes red to help the
player recognize that a new target pylon has been assigned.

As above, we desired the game to reflect the dynamic requirements imposed on
operators during scenario execution.We undertook this goal in the game design by adding
another element to the basic goal of “chasing pylons.” Figure 2 illustrates two different
kinds of areas where flight
restrictions may apply. The cir-
cles represent “obstacles”. When
the obstacle flight restriction is in
effect, aircraft flying within the
obstacle accrue no points, even if
closing on the pylon. The yellow
polygons indicate “speed con-
trolled” areas. In these areas,
when the restriction is enforced,
speedmust not exceed the “slow-
medium” speed indicated on the
aircraft controller (the red circle
in Fig. 3). Again, if it does, no
points accrue. Thus, the player
has several concurrent tasks that
must be monitored and executed
for each aircraft during play.
These tasks are summarized in
Table 1.

Fig. 2. Skipper’s plan-view control display

Fig. 3. Example of Skipper flight controller display
(Color figure online)
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3.3 The Role of Supervisory Control

As we describe further below, in the absence of any aiding, most players find the
two-aircraft version of the game very challenging. Thus, Skipper satisfies the goal of
creating an experience that causes workload. Automation from the TXA can relieve
some of this workload in the game. The supervisory control system is packaged as a
“pilot assistant.” Figure 4 shows how this “autopilot” is presented to the player when
the autopilot is enabled.

The autopilot automates two aspects of control. First, when selected, the autopilot
will adjust aircraft speed so that the aircraft flies at the maximum allowed speed for the
speed zone. When this autopi-
lot is engaged, aircraft will
automatically fly as fast as
possible outside of restricted-
speed zones and slow down to
the medium-slow speed when
in speed-restricted areas.

Second, when Obstacle
Avoidance is selected, the
autopilot will compute and fly
(reasonably) efficient routes
around an obstacle and point
the aircraft toward the current
target pylon when the obstacle
avoidance maneuver is
complete.

Table 2 summarizes the
player tasks for each aircraft
when the autopilot function is
enabled. In comparison to
Table 1 the player’s task is

Table 1. Summary of unaided player control tasks for each aircraft in the game

Control tasks (for each
aircraft)

Description

Monitor target pylon Determine the current target pylon and its location on the map
Determine course and
speed to pylon

Compare current course/speed with respect to target pylon and
compute a desired course and speed (if changes are needed)

Monitor flight restrictions Determine if/when flight restrictions are in place
Determine course/speed
given restriction

Compute adjustments to course and/or speed based on current
flight restrictions

Monitor for termination of
restrictions

Determine when a flight restriction no longer applies

Assign course and speed Assign a course (heading) and speed to the aircraft by moving
the heading leader

Fig. 4. Enabling autopilot allows the user to automate
adjusting to speed restrictions and obstacle avoidance.
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primarily different when deciding how to respond to restrictions. In the aided case, the
player only needs to direct each aircraft’s course toward pylons and activate/deactivate
the pilot assistant settings as the restrictions change, rather than the more continuous
monitoring and control of the aircraft that was needed for the unaided condition.

Finally, as a game-design choice, we left it the responsibility of the player to
activate and deactivate the individual autopilot functions. It is within the TXA’s
technical capability to adjust the autopilot settings automatically as restrictions change
(e.g., ignoring obstacles when there is no obstacle avoidance restriction in place and
avoiding them when they are). This would have provided almost complete automation
for the task. This level of automation is feasible for this simple game, but less realistic
and feasible for large-scale, real-world training exercises. Thus, the choice to require
the player to remain closely engaged with the task was designed to reflect the cognitive
demands of the real-world task.

4 Player Reactions and Feedback

We have presented the game to stakeholders directly, showed it at several technology
forums and tradeshows, and even allowed elementary-aged students to play the game at
a school STEM event. We introduce the game and its goals and let players play the
unaided and aided versions of the game. Scores are captured on a “leaderboard,”
allowing participants to compare their scores to others and compete for the high score
of the day.

Via playtesting and tuning, we adjusted the base speed of aircraft and the timing of
pylon target assignments so that the game flow is challenging but achievable. Most
players find the two aircraft, unaided version of the game very challenging. The
combination of multiple aircraft, changing flight restrictions, and changing pylons

Table 2. Summary of aided player control tasks for each aircraft in the game

Control tasks (for each
aircraft)

Description

Monitor target pylon Determine the current target pylon and its location on the map
Determine course and
speed to pylon

Compare current course/speed with respect to target pylon and
compute a desired course and speed (if changes are needed)

Monitor flight restrictions Determine if/when flight restrictions are in place
Activate/deactivate auto-
pilot functions

Choose what autopilot functions are active

Monitor for termination of
restrictions

Determine when a flight restriction no longer applies

Assign course and speed Assign a course (heading) and speed to the aircraft by moving
the heading leader
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generates sufficient cognitive load that some common strategies for dealing with
overload emerge. Some examples drawn from game-play observations are summarized
in Table 3.

This table and the score analysis that follows are intended to illustrate the way users
experience the game. We do not intend to present them as a formal assessment. For
formal assessment, we would need to control more deliberately the way the game was
presented to new players, the time players dedicated to the game, and the mechanisms
for score collection.

Skipper players can compare their unaided and aided scores, which serves as a
proxy for the impact of the supervisory control. The game has been tuned so that
excellent control in the 2-aircraft version results in a score of about 500 points.
Informal results from thirty-two adult game players are summarized in Fig. 5. The chart
shows one estimated standard deviation above and below the average (boxes) and the
total range of scores (error bars). Unaided players average about 350 points in the
2-aircraft scenario. The
total range of scores and
estimated standard dis-
tribution are compara-
tively large. However,
some unaided players do
as well as some players
do when aided.

Aided players score
about 450 points on
average and the range
and distribution of scores
is much tighter. Further,
there is a possible floor
effect on low scores,
with almost all of the

Table 3. Examples of strategies and errors observed during unaided, 2-aircraft game play

Adaptation or
error

Example

Immobilization Player reports feeling overwhelmed and freezes and/or stops
playing/trying to succeed

Task shedding
[14]

Player does not try to avoid an obstacle if a significant deviation in
course is required

Cognitive
tunneling [15]

Player tends to focus on ensuring one aircraft is “compliant” and spends
a much greater fraction of time focused on and manipulating that
aircraft than the other

Error of omission Player fails to adjust course or speed after a flight restriction is no longer
relevant

Error of
commission

Player applies an appropriate setting (such as a change in desired speed)
for the incorrect aircraft

Fig. 5. Informal summary of player scores for unaided and aided
gameplay in Skipper.
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lower scores being within one standard deviation of the mean. These results suggest
that the supervisory control is compensating for the overload that leads to lower scores
in the unaided condition and helping players achieve a minimum level of accom-
plishment in the game. More meaningfully, stakeholders who have played the game
report greater understanding of what role the technology is performing in training
simulations and a clearer sense of the role it may play in future training systems.

5 Extensions to Support a More Complete Use Case

Overall, Skipper has met the goal of giving players the experience of being overloaded
followed by the contrasting experience of being supported by automation for the
pylon-racing task. Based on player feedback and suggestions, we are evaluating some
minor adjustments to the game as listed below:

• Altitude targets: We originally planned to include altitude block requirements
when reaching a pylon target. We did not include altitude changes in the first
versions of Skipper because the game was sufficiently challenging with two aircraft
to achieve significant player overload.

• Automatic map generation: One of the limits on replay in the current game is that
the map, including pylon positions and flight-restricted areas, is fixed (the pro-
gression of pylon targets is variable). Other maps can be generated by-hand, but this
is a time-consuming process. A more replayable game requires automatic genera-
tion of maps. Because target users were not expected to play the game more than a
few times, the current approach has thus far proven acceptable.

• Less realistic physical constraints: As outlined earlier, Skipper uses an underlying
simulation that is used for actual training. As a consequence, aircraft change speed
and heading as aircraft do in the real world, which takes time. In order to optimize
score, a player needs to take these physical limits into account. For example, to
ensure that the speed has slowed to the maximum allowed speed prior to entering a
speed-restricted area, the player must issue the change speed command well in
advance of reaching the restricted area. For some players, this is confusing and
distracting. It would likely be preferable to use instantaneous speed and heading
changes to avoid these distractions during gameplay.

• Enable autopilot in-game: The current game is played in two distinct sessions in
which the autopilot is disabled (unaided) or enabled (aided). An alternative design
would be to enable the autopilot at some point during the game, either based on a
fixed point in the scenario or after some amount of elapsed time. This would reduce
a player’s ability to compare aided and unaided scores for the same time period, but
might reduce some player frustration (players dislike being overloaded) and the
total time it takes to play the game. This choice is in tension with the goal of having
players experience overload but may be apt for some settings, especially for
demonstrations to school-aged players.

These changes might improve gameplay but likely would not significantly alter the
player’s perception of overloading or supervisory control. We are also considering a
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more substantial addition to the game, one that would provide a richer sense of the way
the TXA supports operators in the operational environment.

To motivate this addition, consider the implementation of the autopilot functions in
the game. The game allows the user to indicate that the autopilot function should be
engaged, but it does not allow the user to specify how the autopilot should perform its
function. Some players complained that the autopilot made different choices than they
would have. For example, if an aircraft would only narrowly cut thru a restricted area
when restrictions were in force, in many cases the score-maximizing choice is to not
adapt behavior, especially for speed reductions (because of the time it takes to slow and
speed back up). Some players expressed a preference that the autopilot make
score-maximizing choices, rather than simply enforce restrictions.

In the next iteration of Skipper, we would like to allow players to define specific
characteristics of their autopilots, either thru some choices about parameters of
autopilots (like whether or not to engage within some range of the restricted area) or
possibly to compose functional building blocks that define how their autopilots should
operate. This change would reflect the way the TXA is used in real-world scenarios,
where users define both when and how adaptive interventions should be made. It would
also improve replayability and potentially player engagement, because the player might
experiment with a number of different strategies for the autopilot functions. However,
this change would also increase the complexity of the game and the amount of time
players would need to spend with it. Further, it requires identifying a simple, under-
standable, but sufficiently powerful set of parameters or primitives that users could
effectively use to specify their autopilots.

6 Conclusion

Skipper satisfies the goal of offering a representative experience of the tasks and
workload demands that operators in a simulation-training domain experience without
requiring any detailed technical knowledge of the application. It illustrates the potential
advantages of automation support to game players, who, through game play, can
directly compare the impact of automation, both in terms of subjective experience of
workload and in different scores produced in aided and unaided conditions.

We suggest that this approach can be used to illustrate the role of automation in
other domains. Because Skipper directly uses the underlying application technologies,
the actual cost of developing a representative game task and implementing it was quite
small (less than a person month of effort). Other applications and domains may present
greater challenge in formulating a representative abstraction of the application
requirements and the role of automation. However, the experience with Skipper sug-
gests significant benefit in enabling stakeholders to engage with the technology directly
to help deepen and expand their understanding of the technology.
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